Paracoccus seriniphilus adhered on surfaces: Resistance of a seawater bacterium against shear forces under the influence of roughness, surface energy, and zeta potential of the surfaces.
Bacteria in flowing media are exposed to shear forces exerted by the fluid. Before a biofilm can be formed, the bacteria have to attach to a solid surface and have to resist these shear forces. Here, the authors determined dislodgement forces of single Paracoccus seriniphilus bacteria by means of lateral force microscopy. The first measurement set was performed on very flat glass and titanium (both as very hydrophilic samples with water contact angles below 20°) as well as highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and steel surfaces (both as more hydrophobic surfaces in the context of biological interaction with water contact angles above 50°). The different surfaces also show different zeta potentials in the range between -18 and -108 mV at the measurement pH of 7. The second set comprised titanium with different RMS (root mean square) roughness values from a few nanometers up to 22 nm. Lateral forces between 0.5 and 3 nN were applied. For Paracoccus seriniphilus, the authors found as a general trend that the surface energy of the substrate at comparable roughness determines the detachment process. The surface energy is inversely proportional to the initial adhesion forces of the bacterium with the surface. The higher the surface energy (and the lower the initial adhesion force) is, the easier the dislodgement of the bacteria happens. In contrast, electrostatics play only a secondary role in the lateral dislodgement of the bacteria and may come only into play if surface energies are the same. Furthermore, the surface chemistry (glass, titanium, and steel as oxidic surfaces and HOPG as a nonoxidic surface) seems to play an important role because HOPG does not completely follow the above mentioned general trend found for the oxide covered surfaces. In addition, the roughness of the substrates (made of the same material) is limiting the lateral dislodgement of the bacteria. All examined structures with RMS roughness of about 8-22 nm on titanium prevent the bacteria from the lateral dislodgement compared to polished titanium with an RMS roughness of about 3 nm.